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ABSTRACT 

 
 It is betting difficult for Internet security to keep data safely and securely and to protect and support 
data integrity. It has become a major job to send messages across the internet confidentially since it is being 
vastly adopted for conveying messages. For achieving security, some mechanism must be in place for 
protecting information against unapproved access. Image consolidation happens to be one vital technology in 
the storage and transmission of electronic images due to the wide range of information related with them. In 
the previous systems, digital images that were uncompressed needed substantial storage capability and 
bandwidth of transmission happened to be one big problem with image processing. Effective picture 
compression resolutions get increasingly becoming critical along with latest progress in information-intensive, 
multimedia-oriented web applications. Efficiency of algorithm is justified on certain real pictures, and the 
functioning of this algorithm is being compared to other normal standards of compression. This analysis 
suggests an innovative reversible image data hiding (RIDH) process across encoded range. The information 
embedding has been achieved by one public key mechanism of modulation, wherein there exists no need for 
access to confidential encoding key. In the side of decoder, a robust two-class SVM categorizer has been 
devised for distinguishing encoded and non-encoded patches of images, permitting us to decode jointly the 
implanted message and authentic image signal. When compared to modern methods, the suggested strategy 
offers greater implanting capability, and is found to be capable of perfectly rebuilding the authentic image and 
also the implanted message. In addition, we have added future improvement to the technique of image 
compression to reduce picture pixel size having same standard of information processing result. This study 
proposes one new picture compression system by using pruning proposal on the basis of discrete wavelet 
transformation (DWT). Considerable results from experiments have been provided for validating the supreme 
functioning of our proposed scheme. 
Keyowrds: Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT), Reversible Image Data Hiding (RIDH), Modulating Key. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Image compression happens to be vital for several applications which involve large information 
storage, transferring, and retrieval like for documents, video conferencing, medical imaging, and multimedia. 
Images that are not compressed need substantial storage capability and bandwidth of transmission. The prime 
objective of image compression strategy is reducing image data redundancy for being able to transmit or store 
data in effective form. This will result in file size reduction and permits more pictures being stored in any given 
volume of memory space or disk [1, 2]. For overcoming this issue, we suggest one new and highly proficient 
compression scheme for images that has been founded on discrete wavelet transform [3] which results in 
reduced computational complications with no need for any compromise on quality of image. Performance of 
suggested algorithm was compared to a few other normal standards of compression [4]. Many quality 
assessment variables such as noise to peak signal ration (PSNR) and average square fault (MSE) are seen to be 
evaluated for determining how well a picture can be reproduced in relation to given reference picture. 
Another issue found in image processing is information implanted as security issue. All the present systems 
make use of uncompressed pictures for information hiding; therefore loss of data and picture pixel loss are not 
possible. The real challenge lies in hiding data with regard to compressed pictures. Another strategy aims to 
encrypt one JPEG type bit stream on to some properly arranges structure and implanting a confidential 
message on to the encoded bit stream through slight modification of JPEG [5] stream. All the methods were 
making use of a separate key generation for the image and other data. This impacts the key modulation both 
for receiver and sender and is being considered a highly challenging issue in future [6]. Our proposed method 
attempts to solve this issue by encoding the picture bit stream on to one properly arranged structure and 
implanting one confidential message on to the encoded bit stream through slight modification of the key. So, 
we suggest an encoded range secure RIDH system that has no information hiding key [7]. As it is possible to 
understand shortly, information hiding key elimination possibility is unique  not only to our suggested strategy 
but it is rather applicable to every non-distinguishable RIDH systems [8]. The resultant information hiding 
model across the encoded range would be practically more helpful because of the two primary facts: 1) stream 
cipher employed in normal format due to provable security it has, and 2) great hardware/software 
implementation efficiency. [9]. 
 

RELATED WORK 
 

Many lossy and lossless techniques of picture compression G.Seroussi, G.Sapio, and M.J.Weinberger) 
have been suggested. Loss-free compression strategies (TIFF, BMP, etc.) are capable of enabling reversible 
reduction pertaining to image information without modification, but degree of consolidation in this case is 
limited. In place of this, lossy compression techniques like JPEG2000 and JPEG tend to reduce size of data more 
when compared with loss-free compression, but they change the authentic data irreversibly [10]. Lossy 
compression of image considers restrictions in visual system of humans and disposes off some of given data 
which people normally will not be seeing. Since 1990s, JPEG is being widely employed in medical picture 
compression [11]. This studys objective is evaluating two wavelets (Biorthogonal & HAAR) toward picture 
compression and for comparing their functioning with the Elevating Wavelet Transform (LWT). LWT happens 
to be the best ever known algorithm for calculating wavelet transform under more effective way and it offers 
quicker DWT implementation. This analysis explains lifting system with the help of Biorthoganal & HAAR 
wavelets. Quality of image is evaluated in connection with noise-to-peak-signal ration (PSNR), Mean squared 
fault (MSE), Retained Energy (ER), Noise to Signal Ratio (SNR), Percentage of Zeroes, and Execution Time [12]. 
Digital images get used widely in several applications. Uncompressed electronic images need substantial 
storage capability and bandwidth of transmission. Effective picture compression resolutions are getting 
increasingly crucial along with latest development of information intensive, multimedia-oriented web-related 
applications. Our paper analyzes about image compression using wavelet transforms. Considered one essential 
basis, the fundamental ideas pertaining to graphical picture storage and presently employed algorithms of 
compression are being discussed. Some mathematical characteristics of many kinds of wavelets such as 
Daubechies, Biorthoganal spline, and Haar wavelets are being covered and Implanted Wavelet of Zerotree 
(EZW) encoding algorithm is being introduced. The final portion of this thesis researches about compression 
results for comparing the types of wavelets [13]. Image compression happens to be a vital technology used for 
storage and transmission of electronic images due to the vast information involved in them. This paper 
proposes one new scheme for image consolidation with pruning suggestion that is founded on discrete 
wavelet transformation (DWT). Also, the efficiency of the said algorithm is being justified across certain actual 
pictures, and the functioning of the said algorithm has also been compared to other normal standards of 
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compression. The algorithm is implemented by making use of Visual C++, also  it is examined on one Pentium 
Core 2 Duo with 2.1 GHz PC having 1 GB of RAM. Then, in [14], Puech et al. have employed a simple alternative 
strategy for inserting extra bits on to AES encoded images. Internal standard deviation (SD) then was exploited 
on decoder side for rebuilding the authentic image. Zhang devised a technique for embedding extra message 
bits on to stream cipher encoded pictures through turning over 3LSBs of 50% of pixels in one block [15]. 
Information extraction may be carried on through using the internal smoothness ingrained in natural pictures. 
This strategy then was enhanced by Hong et al. by adopting a side pairing method [16]. 

 
PROPOSED WORK 

 
OVERVIEW 
  

In this analysis the proposed system aims to compress picture, then encode that picture, and add 
information with hiding. A god picture DWT strategy aims to conceal the highest possible amount of 
information in a picture while conserving its imperceptibility such that the images visual quality does not get 
hampered or even affected the least. Least essential bit stream happens to be one among the easiest and 
simple applicable information hiding techniques, wherein bits pertaining to confidential information get 
embedded directly into the lowest significant bits related to every picture pixel. In conventional information 
implanting systems, exact authentic picture will not be possibly restored when once data implanting is done. 
When compared to loss-prone methods of data encryption, reversible information decipher approaches 
implant fixed payload on to an electronic content in some reversible style. After being decrypted, the picture 
gets changed very little only, or sometimes, it does not look different at all. Another prominent feature in 
reversible information hiding is its reversibility, meaning that when electronic content is being used the very 
purpose of hiding it, one will be capable of extracting the encoded information and restore the authentic 
content. A number of confrontations that need to be addressed are found in performing information hiding in 
pictures. The problems that need attention while devising the algorithm prove to be security, robustness, 
payload, and perceptibility. We have to keep up a tradeoff between all the said factors and arrive at a good 
solution for the issues that are encountered in information hiding.   
 
OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Overall Architecture 
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PROPOSED COMPRESSION METHOD USING DWT 
  

 This portion explains the suggested compression method using pruning proposal on the basis of 
discrete wavelet transforms (DWT). The suggested method initially decomposes a picture into certain 
coefficients known as sub-bands and after that, resulting coefficients get compared to a threshold. Those 
Coefficients that are under the given threshold get set equal to zero. At the end, coefficients that are above 
the value of the threshold get encrypted with some loss-free compression method. The compression aspects 
of some particular wavelet basis may be initially connected to the comparative scarceness of wavelet range 
portrayal for a signal. The idea behind compression will be based on a notion that regular signal element may 
be perfectly approximated by making use of the under mentioned factors: a small quantity of coefficients of 
approximation (at some appropriately selected level) and certain detail coefficients. Also, the stages in the 
suggested compression algorithm on the basis of DWT are explained hereunder: 
Decompose: Select a wavelet; select the level N. Calculate the wavelet. Then decompose signals at the level of 
N.Coefficients of Threshold Detail: For every level starting with 1 to N, some threshold will be chosen and stiff 
thresholding will be applied to detail coefficients Rebuild: Calculate wavelet rebuilding with the use of 
authentic approximation coefficients having level N and then the altered detail coefficients having levels 
starting with 1 to N. 
 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 UPLOADING THE IMAGE 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.  ENCRYPTION OF IMAGE FILE 
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Refers to fig 2, shows uploading image is coverted into gray and concatenated. Before going to send 
the image need to encrypt the image. For encrytpion here we used AES algorithm, Using this algorithm the 
gray scale image is encrypted. This is shown in the figure 3. 

 

After encrypting the image the secerte information will be added and and send it to the user. From 
the receiveer side this file should be decrypted properly need to see their secret  information correclty. This is 
shown in the figure 4. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4   DATA RECOVERY & IMAGE RECOVERY 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 QUALITY AND EFFICIENCY  

 
Figure 5 shows comparison of existing and proposed system quality and efficiency. When compare to 

existing proposed system quality and efficiency is high. 
 

CONCULTION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
 

In this study, we have suggested one image compression method and also technique for adding or 
embedding of text files in secure manner. Compression is performed by using DWT method to compress input 
data pixel size picture. Earlier systems had the problem that picture pixel size happens to be high; they need 
more memory storage, and needed a high processing time as well. For overcoming these issues, we have 
proposed RIDH and DWT techniques for reducing memory storage along with compressed picture pixel size, 
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while attaining the compressed image in same standard and reduced pixel value. The RIDH method is adopted 
for hiding the picture and adding or embedding text into the compressed picture. Now after extracting the 
confidential image, you can restore the picture bit stream. Along with the help of modulated key, secret bits 
can be extracted, and the authentic picture bit stream can be recovered accurately, if only the receiver has got 
modulated key. Finally, the picture is extracted and rebuilt after attaining the proper image and message with 
good quality. Regarding future improvement, we suggest in this study about enhanced procedure for hiding 
the frame inside a shifting frame and implant text having high quality result. 
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